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h i g h l i g h t s
• We construct a medical knowledge network (MKN) from a medical text.
• We construct a diagnosis database network from a hospital information system.
• Both the networks have small-world, scale-free, and hierarchical features.
• The distributions of diagnosis frequency may be related to the MKN.
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Here, we constructed and analyzed a network (henceforth, ‘‘medical knowledge network’’)
derived from a commonly used medical text. We show that this medical knowledge
network has small-world, scale-free, and hierarchical features. We then constructed a
network fromdata fromahospital information system that reflected actual clinical practice
and found that this network also had small-world, scale-free, and hierarchical features.
Moreover, we found that both the diagnosis frequency distribution of the hospital network
and the diagnosis degree distribution of the medical knowledge network obeyed a similar
power law. These findings suggest that the structure of clinical practice may emerge from
the mutual influence of medical knowledge and clinical practice, and that the analysis
of a medical knowledge network may facilitate the investigation of the characteristics of
medical practice.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Medical knowledge is extremely complicated. The number of diagnoses alone amount to tens of thousands. Other
than diagnoses, an enormous quantity of knowledge is involved, such as symptoms, results of clinical tests, pathological
knowledge and anatomical knowledge. However, clinicians must make appropriate diagnoses on the basis of such
complicated knowledge. How does the clinician select the appropriate diagnosis? One hypothesis is that the structure of
medical knowledge itself helps a clinician diagnose. One approach to understanding the structure of medical knowledge is
to classify that knowledge by using some predefined criteria, such as the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [1]. If
the purpose of using the classification is appropriate for the criteria, this approach is very useful. However, the criteria do
not always fit actual clinical practice.
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Complex networks have been studied extensively to determine the structures of many real systems, such as the World
Wide Web (WWW), the Internet, and biological and social networks. These complex networks are frequently small-world
and scale-free [2–6]. Small-world networks have a large clustering coefficient and a small average path length. Scale-free
networks are characterized by a power-law decay of the degree distribution p(k) ∼ k−α . Hierarchical organization of these
complex networks has also recently been investigated [7,8].
Medical knowledge is commonly described by natural language. Unlike classification by criteria, many properties of
diseases are freely described. In description by natural language, various components of this medical knowledge are
mutually connected in context, and a network is produced. This network may, in turn, influence clinical practice. However,
the structure of this network and its influence on clinical practice is virtually unknown. Recently, a complex network
analysis was applied to natural language [9,10]. This analysis found that the language network has small-world and scale-
free properties [11,12]. Here,we applied this natural language analysis tomedical knowledge and found similarities between
the structure of medical knowledge and that of clinical practice.
2. Methods
2.1. Construction of the medical knowledge network (MKN)
We analyzed ‘‘Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine, 15th Edition’’ which is themajor textbook on internal medicine.
We analyzed only three chapters: ‘‘Disorders of the Cardiovascular System’’, ‘‘Disorders of the Respiratory System’’ and
‘‘Neurologic Disorders’’, because the entire textwas too large to analyze by hand. A total of 38353 sentenceswere comprised
in these chapters, all of which were analyzed. Because the purpose of our analysis was to determine the structure of medical
knowledge rather than language, we confined the subjects of study to onlymedical terms consisting of several words related
to medical knowledge. We then classified these terms into four categories: ‘‘diagnosis’’, ‘‘subjective symptom’’, ‘‘objective
symptom’’, and ‘‘other medical terms’’. For instance, ‘‘stomach cancer’’ is a term consisting of two words and classified as
‘‘diagnosis’’. This classification was made by two medical doctors and a healthcare information technologist. However, in
this studywe used only the difference between ‘‘diagnosis’’ and the other three categories. All categories but ‘‘diagnosis’’ are
prepared for future analyses. We then constructed themedical knowledge network as follows. First, we defined themedical
terms as nodes of the network. Then, we defined edges that mutually connected a pair of terms in a sentence.
2.2. Construction of the diagnosis database network (DDN)
Wealso applied the network analyses to a database of ‘‘disease’’ in the hospital information systemof ToyonakaMunicipal
Hospital. This database consisted of 218063 records, whichwere the data for 2 years. Each database record contained several
items in addition to ‘‘diagnosis’’, such as ‘‘patient ID’’, ‘‘department code’’, and ‘‘doctor ID’’. Therefore, by assigning these items
to nodes andmutually connecting all nodes in each record by edges, we constructed the diagnosis database network (DDN).
This network is too large to analyze, so we analyzed a partial network consisting of randomly selected nodes as necessary.
Our use of these data was approved by Toyonaka Municipal Hospital. All of the patient data were de-identified, and
because the analysis was purely statistical there were no ethics issues.
2.3. Network analysis
Network terms are defined as follows: the node is a fundamental unit of a network; the edge is a line connecting two
nodes; the degree of a node is the number of edges connected to it (i.e. the number of neighbors); and the average path
length is defined as the average minimal distance between any pair of nodes. Although the clustering coefficient has several
definitions [13], we used the definition proposed by Watts and Strogatz [3]: The local clustering coefficient Cv for a single
node v is defined as Cν = (number of pairs of neighbors of ν that are connected)kν (kν−1)/2 , where kv is the degree of the node. It is the probability
that two nodes that are neighbors of a given node are also neighbors. The average clustering coefficient is defined as the
mean of the local clustering coefficient for each node: C = 1n

ν Cν , where n is the number of nodes in the network. The
corresponding randomnetwork is a randomnetworkwith the same number of nodes and edges as the original network. The
degree distribution p(k) is defined as the probability of a node having a degree of k. Scale-free networks are characterized
by a power-law decay of the degree distribution p(k) ∼ k−α . The exponent α is calculated from data using the method of
maximum likelihood [14,15].
3. Results
We constructed a network derived from a commonly used medical text (see Method). We henceforth call this network
the medical knowledge network (MKN). We calculated the average path length and the average clustering coefficient of
the MKN (see definitions in Method). The average path length was 4.317 and the average clustering coefficient was 0.86,
the indication being that the MKN had nearly the same average path length and a far larger average clustering coefficient
compared with the corresponding random network. These findings suggest that the MKN has the small-world property
(Table 1). This small-world property may be necessary for a clinician to quickly find the correct diagnosis among a large
number of diseases. In a small-world network, every node (i.e. every diagnosis) can be reached with only a few steps [9,16].
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Table 1
Profiles of the medical knowledge network (MKN) and the diagnosis database network (DDN). C: Average clustering
coefficient, Crandom: Average clustering coefficient of the corresponding random network, d: Average path length, drandom:
Average path length of the corresponding random network. For both the MKN and the DDN, the average path lengths
are close to those expected for random graphs and C ≫ Crandom , meaning that both the MKN and the DDN have small-
world features. For the DDN, we constructed a partial network by randomly selecting about 45000 nodes from the DDN and
analyzed this partial network.
Network Nodes Edges C Crandom d drandom
MKN 47769 884613 0.86 7.75× 10−4 4.317 3.07
DDN 44997 505565 0.83 4.99× 10−4 3.894 3.44
Fig. 1. Attributes of the medical knowledge network (MKN). a, the complementary cumulative distribution of degrees for the MKN. The complementary
cumulative distribution is defined as CCD(k) = j>k p(j), where p(j) is the probability of a node having a degree j (i.e. the degree distribution). This plot
suggests that the degree distribution of the MKN is consistent with truncated power-law decay. The exponent of the degree distribution is 2.045. This
figure indicates that this degree distribution follows a truncated power law (scale-free). A truncated scale-free distribution is a distribution that decays
according to the power law p(k) ∼ k−α followed by a sharp cutoff. b, the average of the clustering coefficients of nodes with k edges: C(k). C(k) follows
the power law C(k) ∼ k−ν , where ν = 0.59 for small k and ν = 0.98 for large k. That is, at least for large k, the clustering coefficient follows the scaling
law C(k) ∼ k−1 . c, the average clustering coefficient C is independent of the size of the network. By constructing partial networks by randomly eliminating
several nodes from the MKN, we calculated the average clustering coefficients of the networks. This figure shows that the average clustering coefficients
of the MKN are independent of the network size. These data demonstrate that the MKN has both properties of a hierarchical network.
We also found that the degree distribution of the MKN exhibited a power law with a fast decaying tail (Fig. 1a)
[7,17,18]. This finding indicates that theMKN is a truncated scale-free network. The exponentwas 2.045, which is consistent
with many other complex networks whose exponents range from 2 to 3 [3,13]. Scale-free behavior is a consequence of two
generating mechanisms: networks expand continuously by the addition of new nodes, and new nodes attach preferentially
to already well-connected sites (preferential attachment) [3,19]. If the preferential attachment is completely fulfilled, the
network exhibits the entire scale-free behavior; however, if the preferential attachment is not completely fulfilled because
of, for example, limitations on available information, the scale-free behavior is truncated [15,20–22]. For theMKN, our results
suggest that the preferential attachment may be somewhat restricted.
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Fig. 2. Attributes of the diagnosis database network (DDN) of Toyonaka Municipal Hospital. a, the complementary cumulative degree distribution of the
DDN. These data show that the DDN degree distribution follows a truncated power law; the exponent is 2.084, which is similar to that of the MKN. b, the
clustering coefficient of a node with degree k: C(k). As with the MKN, C(k) of the DDN follows the scaling law C(k) ∼ k−ν , where ν = 1.03 for large k.
c, the average clustering coefficient C is independent of the size of the network. The average clustering coefficient of the DDN is independent of the system
size. These data indicate that the DDN has both properties of a hierarchical network, similar to the MKN.
We also investigated the hierarchical structure of the MKN. The preferential attachment model is a simple network
growth model with no hierarchical structure [3]. In contrast, many networks in nature and society have some form of
hierarchical structure. Recently, a networkmodel that produces a networkwith ahierarchical structurewas proposed [4,6,8].
According to this model, a network having a hierarchical structure has the following two features: the average clustering
coefficient is independent of the size of the network, and the average of the clustering coefficients of nodes with k edges
follows the scaling law C(k) ∼ k−1. Our analysis of the MKN revealed that it has these two features (Fig. 1b, c).
We next considered whether clinical practice also has small-world and scale-free properties. If the structure of the MKN
reflects only that of the language itself, its application to real medical services would be restricted. However, if its structure
affects the clinical behavior of medical professionals, its meaning would be significant. To answer this question, we applied
the network analyses to a database of ‘‘disease’’ in a hospital information system, the database of which should reflect
the clinical behavior of the doctors. This database comprised clinical diagnoses that the doctors had entered during daily
medical examinations.We constructed a network derived from this database (seeMethod).We henceforth call this network
the diagnosis database network (DDN).
Table 1 shows that the DDN has the small-world property. Fig. 2 shows that the DDN is a truncated scale-free and
hierarchical network. Furthermore, the average clustering coefficient and the power-law exponent of the DDN were 0.83
and 2.084, respectively, which are values similar to those of theMKN. Thus, both the DDN and theMKNhave similar network
structures.
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Fig. 3. Degree and frequency of diagnosis. a, complementary cumulative diagnosis degree distribution of the partial network of the MKN consisting of
only those nodes that were classified as ‘‘diagnosis’’ and their edges. This plot indicates that the diagnosis degree distribution follows a power law with
an exponent of 2.10. b, complementary cumulative diagnosis frequency distribution of internal medicine of Toyonaka Municipal Hospital. The diagnosis
frequency distribution follows a power law with an exponent of 1.84.
As a final analysis of this study, we asked whether the degree distribution of diagnoses (diagnosis degree distribution)
of the MKN obeys a power law similar to the frequency distribution of clinical diagnoses (diagnosis frequency distribution).
We extracted the nodes classified as ‘‘diagnosis’’ from the MKN, and analyzed their degree distribution. We also analyzed
the frequency distribution of internal medicine diagnoses from the hospital data. Both the diagnosis degree distribution
of the MKN and the diagnosis frequency distribution of internal medicine followed truncated power laws with similar
exponents of 2.10 and 1.84, respectively (Fig. 3). In fact, the diagnosis frequencies of not only internalmedicine but also other
departments followed truncated power laws with exponents ranging from 1.76 to 2.20 [23,24]. These findings may have
important implications. In the knowledge network, a node is a term. Consequently, a term with a large degree is connected
to many other terms, the result being that it frequently appears in many sentences. In fact, according to an investigation
of a general text, the frequency of word appearance in a text and the degree of the network constructed from that text are
positively correlated [25]. However, in this study the frequency is not the frequency of diagnosis appearance in the text but
that of diagnosis appearance in the hospital. This distinction between our study and the preceding investigation may be
important.
4. Discussion
As described above, the MKN displays small-world, scale-free, and hierarchical properties. The small-world property
may help a clinician make the most appropriate diagnosis. In contrast, scale-free and hierarchical properties are related to
the generating mechanism [3,8]. Medical knowledge is always changing. This is the adaptation of medicine to change or
progress in social situations and medical science. Newmedical terms, such as new diagnoses, are constantly being added to
medical knowledge, and definitions of diagnoses frequently vary. The addition of a new term corresponds to the addition of
a new node in the MKN. This new node is attached to already existing nodes. In this example, the possibility of attachment
to frequently used terms (nodes) is thought to be large. This means that preferential attachment is applied to the MKN.
Medical knowledge intrinsically involves a complex hierarchical structure. Therefore, new nodes need to be added to the
MKNwithout damaging the preexisting hierarchical structure. Thus, theMKNwould develop and evolve under the following
two principles: preferential attachment and preservation of the preexisting hierarchical structure. These two principlesmay
give theMKN its precise structure. These results suggest that the network analysis ofmedical textsmay provide new insights
into the genesis of medical knowledge.
We show that the diagnosis degree distribution of the MKN obeys a power law similar to the diagnosis frequency
distribution of the hospital data. Why do these two distributions resemble each other? The answer to this question may
be that medical texts continuously reflect new knowledge in clinical practice. Therefore, a disease that occurs frequently in
clinical practice is likely to be describedmany times in the text. Similarly, a disease that ismentioned frequently in the text is
easy for a doctor to recall in clinical practice. The doctor obtainsmedical knowledge from texts ormedical articles; therefore,
the knowledge in the doctor’s head would have a network structure similar to that of the texts. This mutual influence of
medical knowledge and clinical practice may control the similar structures and distributions. That is, the similar structures
may emerge from this mutual influence.
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It used to be thought that diagnosis frequencywas an objective index existing in theworld; however, given the similarity
between the diagnosis frequency of the hospital and the diagnosis degree of the MKN, diagnosis frequency could be
influenced bymedical knowledge.Medical knowledge influences clinical practice, and this practice influences the frequency
of diagnosis. Because doctors diagnose through clinical practice, clinical practice is thought to be the observation of disease.
Therefore, the fact that clinical practice influences diagnosis frequency implies that diagnosis frequency is not an objective
index but, to a certain degree, a subjective index, the value of which varies somewhat with the observation of disease.
Finally, further network studies of medical knowledge and hospital data are needed, as are more detailed analyses
(e.g., community structure [26,27]) to clarify the features of clinical practice. Knowing how the structure of medical
knowledge changes temporally may help us to clarify the features of medical adaptation to disease.
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